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a b s t r a c t

The model updating of the electro-mechanical properties of Piezoelectric Energy
Harvesters (PEHs) using experimental data within a Bayesian inference setting is discussed.
The implementation requires: a predictive model for the harvester response; an assump-
tion for its prediction error; a prior multivariate probabilistic density function for the elec-
tromechanical properties; and experimental measurements of the harvester response.
Different approaches are compared with respect to the Bayesian model updating, including
point estimates of the updated properties based on Maximum a Posteriori and Maximum
Likelihood Estimates, as well as a full description of the posterior density for the model
characteristics, obtained through a Transitional Markov Chain Monte Carlo approach. A
model class selection implementation is also discussed that allows for the consideration
of some PEH properties as either deterministic or aleatoric (uncertain) variables. The over-
all framework offers an elegant approach to calibrate PEH numerical/analytical model or
identify variability trends for the PEH manufacturing process.

� 2019 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The use of piezoelectric energy harvesters (PEHs) to feed low-power electronics has been widely studied in the last dec-
ade, with one (but not the only) prominent application being the development of low-cost remote sensing technologies. The
most common configuration of PEHs consists of a cantilevered plate composed of a series of intercalated piezoelectric layers.
These layers are connected by an elastic material that serves as a support structure, enforcing strains that are transformed to
electric charge by the piezoelectric material. When PEHs employ two piezoelectric layers bonded to a central support sheet,
they are referenced as bimorph PEHs (also shown in Fig. 1). These (two) layers could be connected in series or parallel con-
figuration depending whether the goal is to increase the output voltage or current, respectively.

Noteworthy efforts have been made in the past to describe the dynamic behavior of these devices. In particular, the model
proposed by Erturk and Inman [1–3] has received significant attention, since it properly formulates the coupled electro-
mechanical problem while offering a tractable analytic solutions based on a Bernoulli-beam theory. Beyond this seminal
work, other models have been proposed, using finite elements principles [4], linear and nonlinear distributed parametric
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Fig. 1. Typical scheme of a rectangular Bimorph PEH in a cantilevered condition. Substructure and piezoelectric layers are also shown together with the
main geometrical parameters.
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modeling [5–8], or isogeometric analysis [9]. These approaches provide an increased degree of complexity for the PEHmodel,
allowing the consideration of nonrectangular geometries, large deformations and nonlinear piezoelectric effects.

All modeling efforts discussed in the previous paragraphs offer deterministic predictions, with accuracy that may be com-
promised when the knowledge about their model characteristics is not complete. In practical applications, though, uncer-
tainties, typically related to the lack of information about the exact value of the PEH device electromechanical properties
and geometrical characteristics, are expected to exist. For example, Kim et al. [10] identified that small variations in the
tip mass position of micro-PEHs induces a significant variation in the dynamic predictions. Similar results were obtained
by Ruiz and Meruane [11] in macro-PEHs, using a global sensitivity analysis that revealed that the tip mass position, the
imperfect clamping condition of the harvester, and certain electromechanical properties are responsible for largest portion
of the variations observed for the frequency response function (FRF) of the device. Motivated by such realizations, different
authors have proposed methodologies based on stochastic sampling techniques to propagate the uncertainties associated
with the PEH model parameters, assuming as uncertain either all parameters [11,12] or only a smaller subset [13,14]. The
uncertainty propagation in these studies has helped quantify the potential impact of modeling uncertainties on the predicted
response of PEHs. For example, in [11] and using typical variation of electromechanical properties compared to their nominal
values, it was shown that the predicted fundamental frequency of the harvester has a coefficient of variation close to 10%,
while the probability that the peak FRF amplitude will be higher than the nominal prediction is <10%. Similar conclusions
have been drawn in other studies [15,16].

This variability in the predicted FRF provides an important challenge, since the likelihood that the manufacturer will pro-
vide a device with the desirable FRF characteristics (within some tolerance bounds) might be small. To address this chal-
lenge, different optimization strategies have been recently proposed considering parametric uncertainty in the PEH model
description. In [17] the optimization of PEH devices was examined using as objective function the worst-case electrical
power generation performance under the possible uncertainties associated with the natural frequency, the load resistance
and the electromechanical coupling coefficient of the device. Instead of focusing on the worst anticipated performance, a
probabilistic formulation was discussed in [18], establishing a design methodology that guarantees a specific reliability
for the electrical power, while considering uncertainties associated with the length, the tip mass, and the electromechanical
properties of the PEH.

Although different techniques have been established to propagate the uncertainties associated with the PEH model char-
acteristics and ultimately to design PEHs considering such uncertainties, the identification of the model parameters of a par-
ticular device, including the characterization of the uncertainty in this identification, remains an open question. For example,
in the recent study by Peralta et al. [12] that experimentally identified the FRFs of 20 nominally identical bimorph PEHs, it
was shown that the estimated FRFs significantly differed from the expected ones corresponding to the nominal device char-
acteristics. The same study identified the electro-mechanical properties (rather than the geometrical characteristics) of the
PEHs as the most important source of the observed variability. Since the geometrical characteristics of a PEH can be esti-
mated with adequate accuracy using instruments like micrometers or calipers, the aforementioned observation poses the
important question of how to infer the electromechanical properties of the harvester once the experimental FRF and the geo-
metrical parameters are known. Note that the FRF can be also measured with reasonable precision using, for example, the
experimental procedure discussed in [12].

Traditional strategies to identify (infer) parameters of mechanical systemmodels using observation data rely on minimiz-
ing, with respect to these parameters, the discrepancy (expressed typically as the squared error) between the experimental
observations and the model predictions [19]. Such approaches provide a deterministic estimate to represent the actual value
of the model parameter of interest, and therefore a deterministic predictive system model. There exist, though, alternative
strategies grounded in a probability logic foundation, mainly methods based on Bayesian inference [20] (also referenced as
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Bayesian updating), which explicitly account for uncertainties associated with the parameter identification process. The
implementation of Bayesian inference to PEHs is particularly attractive due to the relevance, discussed in the previous para-
graph, of the PEH model parameter variability in the predicted response. Bayesian inference starts with a probabilistic def-
inition of the initial knowledge about the model parameter variability, quantified though a probability density function
(PDF), which in this context is called the prior PDF. Utilizing the experimentally observed data it proceeds to update this
prior PDF to obtain the posterior PDF for the model parameters, expressed by Bayes’ theorem though the prior PDF and
the likelihood of the observed data. Estimation of the posterior PDF represents, though, a challenging task; it can be approx-
imated though samples generated by some advanced stochastic simulation method, for example Markov Chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) [21], or it can be approximated focusing on its peak(s) (maximum of posterior PDF) [22], typically referenced as
Maximum a Posteriori or MAP parameters. In the former case full information about the uncertainty for the posterior param-
eter distribution is obtained whereas in the latter case statistics can be obtained as point estimates [23]. Parenthetically, note
that the popular Maximum Likelihood Estimate (MLE) parameter identification [24] can be interpreted as a particular
instance of Bayesian inference MAP estimation, one corresponding to a uniform prior PDF [20]. It should pointed out that
beyond Bayesian inference, other non-probabilistic formulations exist for considering uncertainties in model updating,
adopting, for example, interval analysis to account for the variability associated with model parameters by the introduction
of boundary rules [25–28].

The uncertainty quantification facilitated through the identification of the posterior PDF within a Bayesian updating
scheme is, furthermore, compatible with existing frameworks for uncertainty propagation in PEHs [11,12]; in this context
the use of the initial (prior) or the updated (posterior) PDFs provide, respectively, the prior and posterior predictive models,
facilitating ultimately a robust to uncertainties predictive analysis. For PEHs implementation this pertains to the output vari-
ability, whereas the updated predictions, with hopefully a decreased level of uncertainty, are facilitated through new infor-
mation obtained through the experimentally identified FRFs. Beyond the parameter identification, the Bayesian updating
scheme can furthermore support the selection of the most probable model among a class of candidate models, what is for-
mally defined as model class selection. In this case the experimental observations are used to update the relative plausibility
of each of the considered models [22]. Notably this model class selection approach automatically enforces a principle of
model parsimony, balancing between data fit and model complexity.

For PEH applications the Bayesian updating paradigm is very promising since it allows to both select the most appropriate
model for a specific energy harvesting application, as well as the set of model parameters that should be considered in form-
ing the predictions based on that model. In this context, the objective of this work, and the main novel contribution, is the
implementation of Bayesian inference techniques to PEHs. Theoretical details related to the adoption of Bayesian techniques
for the identification of the electromechanical properties of PEHs are first reviewed to offer the reader with a complete foun-
dational background, and subsequently emphasis is placed on computational/numerical details related to the most appro-
priate method to identify the posterior PDF for this specific application as well as to the implementation of model class
selection to identify which PEH properties could be considered as deterministic. This ultimately establishes a framework
to: (1) identify the actual characteristic of PEHs, and (2) select the most appropriate PEH model. Though the theoretical
and computational foundation of this Bayesian framework has been previously developed, its application to PEH, including
investigation of the appropriateness of different numerical approaches to facilitate the posterior PDF identification, consti-
tutes a powerful tool in the robust design and performance prediction for these devices. The rest of the paper is organized as
follows. Section 2 reviews the Bayesian updating and predictive analysis scheme, focusing on essential theoretical and com-
putational aspects that can promote a better understanding for its implementation to PEHs. Section 3 discusses specifics for
the PEH implementation. Finally, Section 4 presents the case study for identification of properties of commercial PEHs and
discusses in detail the appropriateness for this application of the different techniques reviewed in Section 2.
2. Bayesian inference for model parameter updating and model class selection

2.1. Fundamentals and model parameter updating

To formalize the Bayesian updating problem, let H h;xð Þ 2 R denote the output of the system model, where h 2 RNp cor-
responds to the model parameter vector and x 2 R to the system input. In the context of the PEH application discussed in
this paper, and detailed in Section 3, Η corresponds to the frequency response andx to the excitation frequency. A prediction
error e is introduced to account for the discrepancy between model output H(h,x) and actual system output h. Two common
approaches for incorporating this error in the analysis are to assume either an additive or multiplicative influence, leading to
system output given, respectively, by
h ¼ H h;xð Þ þ e ð1Þ
h ¼ H h;xð Þ e ð2Þ

Note that for strictly positive outputs (like the FRF) the multiplicative error can be simply treated as an additive error

between the logarithms ln(h) and ln(H). The prediction error is modeled as an (aleatoric) uncertain parameter, leading, ulti-
mately, to a probabilistic description for h. The additive prediction error is typically modeled as a Gaussian random variable
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with zero mean and standard deviation re. More details about the selection of this distribution, including its connection to
information theory and the maximum entropy principle can be found in [22]. Under this assumption, the system output h
follows a Gaussian distribution with mean H h;xð Þ and standard deviation re leading to a PDF (probability density function)
for h defined by:
p h ht ;xjð Þ ¼ 1
re

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p

p exp � 1
2r2

e
h� H h;xð Þð Þ2

� �
ð3Þ
where ht corresponds to the augmented parameter vector needed for definition of the probability distribution for the system
output h, composed of both the parameters h of the deterministic model Η(.) as well as the characteristic for the prediction
error, in this case re.

For the multiplicative error case, similar assumptions are utilized for the prediction error, in this case with respect to the
logarithm of the respective quantities, since as discussed above multiplicative error is equivalent to additive error with
respect to the logarithm of the output. This leads to a lognormal distribution for e and, consequently, for h
p h ht ;xjð Þ ¼ 1
hre

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p

p exp � 1
2r2

e
ln hð Þ � ln H h;xð Þð Þð Þ2

� �
ð4Þ
where re is the standard deviation of ln(e).

Assume, now, that M observations (measurements) are provided for the system output ĥm ;m ¼ 1; :::;M
n o

for different

inputs x̂m;m ¼ 1; :::;Mf g, obtained through some experimental procedure. Let Ŵ ¼ x̂ 1 � � � x̂Mf g and ĥ ¼ ĥ1 � � � ĥM

n o
denote, respectively, the input and output vectors and D the experimental data pair composed of both Ŵ and ĥ. The likeli-

hood of the observations ĥ assuming independence of the errors between them is given by
p ĥ ht; Ŵ
���� �

¼
YM
m¼1

p ĥm ht ; x̂mj
� �

ð5Þ
For the additive and multiplicative error cases, with predictive models given by Eqs. (3) and (4), respectively, this simpli-
fies to
p ĥ ht; Ŵ
���� �

¼ 1
re

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p

p
� 	M

exp � 1
2r2

e

XM
m¼1

ĥm � H h; x̂mð Þ
� �2" #

ð6Þ

p ĥ ht; Ŵ
���� �

¼ 1
re

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p

p
� 	M YM

m¼1

1

ĥm

 !
exp � 1

2r2
e

XM
m¼1

ln ĥm

h i
� ln H h; x̂mð Þ½ �

� �2" #
ð7Þ
If the prior belief of the model parameter ht is defined by PDF pðhtÞ then Bayes Theorem leads to the updated probabilistic
description for it using data D
pðhtjDÞ ¼ pðD htj ÞpðhtÞR
pðD htj ÞpðhtÞdht ¼

pðĥ ht; Ŵ
��� ÞpðhtÞ
Pðĥ Ŵ

��� Þ
ð8Þ
Distribution pðht jDÞ is called the posterior PDF, and it reads as the PDF of ht given the experimental data D. The denom-
inator in Eq. (8) is simply a normalizing constant for the PDF and is also called the evidence of the system [29]. An important
note here is that the measurement errors are assumed negligible compared to the prediction errors; if not, then Eq. (3) [or Eq.
(4)] should be modified to include them, assuming an appropriate probabilistic model for the measurement noise.

Ultimately, the identification of the updated distribution pðht jDÞ is the fundamental objective of the Bayesian inference
scheme as it facilitates a robust approach to calibrate the PEHs model parameters, including an explicit quantification of
the associated uncertainties which can be further utilized to provide robust predictions using the updated system model.
As will be discussed in Section 2.4. This identification further facilitates model comparisons that explicitly balances between
model accuracy and model complexity.

Characterization of the pðht jDÞ and predictions using the updated probabilistic system characterization can be established
either by approximating distribution pðht jDÞ by a point estimate, corresponding to the most probable value for ht , or by uti-
lizing the entire distribution pðhtjDÞ, typically through samples from it [21]. These choices are discussed next.

2.2. Point estimates: maximum a posteriori (MAP) and maximum likelihood estimate (MLE)

The most representative value of ht given the observation data D, corresponds to the peak (maximum) of the posterior
PDF pðht jDÞ, leading to the MAP (maximum a posteriori) estimate [20]:
hMAP
t ¼ arg max ln pðĥ ht ; Ŵ

��� ÞpðhtÞ
� �h i

ð9Þ
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where logarithm was introduced in the maximization of Eq. (9) simply for numerical convenience [20]. The values identified
in Eq. (9) correspond to the peak of the pðht jDÞ (note that the denominator in Eq. (8) is merely a constant and therefore does
not impact optimization). This optimization is also related to the popular Maximum Likelihood Estimate (MLE) [30] which

focuses simply on maximization of the likelihood function pðĥ ht; Ŵ
��� Þ without using any prior information for the system

model
hMLE
t ¼ arg max ln pðĥ ht; Ŵ

��� Þ
� �h i

ð10Þ
For a Gaussian assumption for the model prediction error, as is the case discussed Section 2.1 for Eqs. (6) and (7), the MLE
parameter estimate in Eq. (10) corresponds to a least-squares estimate [31]. In this context the MAP estimate can be
regarded as a generalized least-squares estimate with an added regularization term, stemming from the prior information
pðhtÞ [30].

The optimizations in Eqs. (9) and (10) may have a single optimum, multiple, discrete local optima or a continuous man-
ifold (in ht space) of equally likely solutions. The system is characterized respectively as globally identifiable, locally identi-
fiable or unidentifiable [22]. For large data set (large number of experiments M) it is expected that the MAP and MLE model

parameters converge, as the information provided through the observations pðĥ ht ; Ŵ
��� Þ eventually outweighs the prior infor-

mation incorporated through pðhtÞ.
Ultimately, MAP (or MLE in simplified form) provides a representation of the posterior PDF pðht jDÞ though a single point

(or multiple points in case of a not globally identifiable system). Statistics related to this PDF can be obtained by adopting
Laplace’s method of asymptotic approximation [32] as will be discussed later, an approach that provides accurate result as
long as the likelihood function is peaked, a condition typically satisfied for large M for globally identifiable systems. This
property ultimately makes expansions that concentrate solely at a single point (the peak of the posterior), rather than the
entire support of pðht jDÞ,valid [22,30] since the integrand is highly concentrated in these regions. Since prior distributions
are expected to be relatively flat, this behavior (high sensitivity of posterior) can be established only through the influence
of the likelihood function. Furthermore, in such instances the distribution pðht jDÞ itself can be reasonably approximated
[23,22] as a Gaussian, centered at hMAP

t with covariance matrix corresponding to the inverse of Hessian
HsðhtÞ ¼ �rhtrht ln pðĥ ht ; Ŵ
��� ÞpðhtÞ

� �
ð11Þ
evaluated at hMAP
t , HsðhMAP

t Þ. If k is the minimum eigenvalue of HsðhMAP
t Þ then 1=

ffiffiffi
k

p
represents the largest spread (curvature) of

the integrand around each of its principal directions [eigenvectors of HsðhMAP
t Þ] and is an indication of how appropriate the

point estimate approximation is [33]. Small spread (small curvature) indicates a concentration of the posterior around a sin-
gle point and increase the accuracy of the approximation. Of course if the posterior pðht jDÞ is indeed a Gaussian, then the fit
with a Gaussian distribution is an accurate one (same applies to accuracy of Laplace’s expansion), independent of the value of
k.

This approximation of the posterior PDF pðht jDÞ and resultant statistics utilizing only a point estimate might be inappro-
priate when that PDF has a more complex form. In such instances the entire PDF pðht jDÞ needs to be taken into account,
something typically done through stochastic sampling approaches that provide samples of ht from that distribution [22].
Approaches to perform this task typically rely on MCMC (Markov Chain Monte Carlo) sampling. The Transitional Markov
Chain Monte Carlo (TMCMC) method [34,35], an approach employed in multiple similar applications [36–38] and the one
utilized in the illustrative example considered later in this paper, is reviewed next for this purpose. It is important to stress
that there exist a number of alternative methods for the posterior PDF approximation, for example approaches that combine
importance sampling and tempering techniques [39–43]. Any of these techniques could have been used here in place of
TMCMC.

2.3. Sampling from pðhtjDÞ and Transitional Markov Chain Monte Carlo

Foundation of TMCMC is a sequential implementation using a series of intermediate auxiliary PDFs (also known as tem-
pered densities) to converge to the posterior PDF pðht jDÞ starting from the prior PDF pðhtÞ [34,35]. These auxiliary densities

pjðht jDÞ : j ¼ 0; :::;n

 �

are defined following the proportional relationship shown in Eq. (8) as pjðht jDÞ / pðĥ ht ; Ŵ
��� Þ

qj
pðhtÞ,

with the transition from one density to the other controlled by the exponent qj 2 0;1½ �. For the two extremes, q0 ¼ 0 and
qn ¼ 1, the densities correspond, respectively, to p0ðhtjDÞ / pðhtÞ [prior] and pnðht jDÞ / pðht jDÞ [posterior], with the interme-
diate densities used to facilitate the move from the known prior to the unknown, and difficult to sample from, posterior. The
sequence of intermediate densities is utilized to simply make the latter sampling easier; by carefully selecting the sequence
qj : j ¼ 1; :::;n� 1

 �

, the difference between subsequent densities pjðht jDÞ and pjþ1ðht jDÞ is kept small, so that the former can
provide sufficient information to guide sampling from the latter. This is established using a resampling and MCMC strategy
[34] which is briefly reviewed in Appendix A. TMCMC provides ultimately Ns samples from each intermediate density and,
ultimately, from posterior pðht jDÞ as well as an estimate for the normalization constant for the latter (denominator of Eq. (8)).
This normalization constant represents the so-called evidence for the data [22], and though it does not play a critical role in
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the definition of the posterior PDF pðht jDÞ, it is relevant for the model class selection task that will be discussed in the next
section. In particular, the evidence of the system could be estimated by the following expression [34,35]:
Pðĥ Ŵ
��� Þ ¼

Yn
j¼1

1
Ns

XNs

p¼1

p ĥ hptðjÞ; Ŵ
���� �qj�qj�1

" #
ð12Þ
where hptðjÞ corresponds to the p-th sample generated in j-th TMCMC level from intermediate density pjðhtjDÞ. The quantity in

the brackets in Eq. (12) represents the weight mean Ŝjþ1 discussed in Appendix A.

2.4. Model class selection

Beyond the parameter updating, the Bayesian inference scheme also supports the selection of the best/optimal model in a
specified class of models. To formalize this idea, let U ¼ SN

i¼1Ui denote a set containing different classes of models with Ui

representing the ith model. Each of these models provides a different output function Hi hi;xð Þ and includes ni-

dimensional parameter vector hi. Conditional on the experimental data D the posterior for each model class, representing
the updated probability (based on measurements) of the i-model over the whole set of models, is obtained using the Bayes’
theorem as:
P Ui Dj ;Uð Þ ¼ PðD Uij ÞP Uið ÞPN
i¼1

PðDjUiÞP Uið Þ
¼

Pðĥ Ŵ;Ui

��� ÞP Uið Þ
PN
i¼1

Pðĥ Ŵ
��� ;UiÞP Uið Þ

ð13Þ
where P(Ui) is the prior for the model class (indicating the prior believe of the adequacy of the i-model compared to the

whole set of models) and PðD Uij Þ ¼ Pðĥ Ŵ;Ui

��� Þ is the evidence for the model class, corresponding to the denominator of

Eq. (8), and representing, ultimately, the marginal likelihood of the i-model given the data. The posterior probability
P Ui Dj ;Uð Þ represents a rational approach for selecting the most appropriate model as inferred from the data, or for choosing
the weights for the predictions that come from each model if all of them are going to be used for that purpose (model class
averaging) [21]. Note that this approach automatically enforces the principle of model parsimony: the model chosen using
P Ui Dj ;Uð Þ balances between model accuracy and model complexity. In other words, more complex models that provide bet-
ter fit to the data are not necessarily chosen as the better ones since ranking using P Ui Dj ;Uð Þ automatically accounts also for
model complexity [21].

For estimating P Ui Dj ;Uð Þ using Eq. (13) the challenging aspect is the estimation of the evidence. For systems that are glob-
ally identifiable this can be done using Laplace’s asymptotic expansion [23,22], leading to:
Pðĥ Ŵ
��� ;UiÞ ¼

2pð Þni=2p ĥ hMAP
tðiÞ ; Ŵ

���� �
p hMAP

tðiÞ
� �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
det �HsðhMAP

tðiÞ Þ
h ir ð14Þ
where ni is the number of model parameters employed in the i-model, p ĥ hMAP
tðiÞ ; Ŵ

���� �
is the likelihood function using the ith-

model Hi hi;xð Þ, p hMAP
tðiÞ

� �
corresponds to the prior PDF for the model parameters of the model, while HsðhMAP

tðiÞ Þ corresponds to
the Hessian matrix of Eq. (11) for the model, with all three latter quantities evaluated at the MAP value of the ith-model.
Accuracy of Eq. (14) is dependent, as discussed in previous section, on how peaked the posterior distribution is. For cases
in which Laplace’s method of asymptotic approximation is inadequate, meaning typically not globally identifiable systems
or applications with small set of experimental data (asymptotic characteristics are not guaranteed), the evidence should be
computed via Monte Carlo simulations, for example in the TMCMC setting through Eq. (12) [22] as discussed in the previous
section.

3. Model parameter updating for PEHs

The Bayesian inference/updating scheme requires following information: (1) experimental data for the PEH output (2) a
system model to predict that output and (3) a prior PDF to define the relative likelihood of the system model parameters (or
even the different model classes when model class selection is performed). Here as output the FRF of PEHs is chosen and the
setting described in [11,12] is adopted to provide the required information to perform Bayesian updating.

3.1. System model for FRFs in PEHs

The adopted systemmodel for obtaining the FRF of PEHs corresponds to the widely used Analytical Distributed Parameter
Solution (ADPS) proposed by Erturk and Inman [3], relying on a standard modal expansion assuming an Euler-Bernoulli
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beam model. According to this model the FRF of PEHs, with input the PEH acceleration and output the voltage generated, is
expressed as function of the electro mechanical and geometrical characteristics of the harvester as:
H h;xð Þ ¼ ix
ixþ kpzt

uT

� 	
�Ix2 þ ixCeq þ Keq þ 1

ixþ kpzt
vuT

� ��1

r ð15Þ
where I, Ceq, and Keq are Mo-by-Mo matrices corresponding to equivalent mass, damping and stiffness, respectively, with Mo

being the number of eigenvectors used in the modal expansion and v, u, and r are Mo-by-1 vectors representing, respec-
tively, electrical coupling, mechanical coupling and mechanical forcing amplification. The term kpzt is a scalar value repre-
senting the combined electrical characteristics of the harvester (represents combined effect of the electric resistance and the
piezoelectric layer capacitance). All aforementioned quantities, including matrices I, Ceq, and Keq, vectors v, u, and r and sca-
lar kpzt are directly related to the geometry of the harvester and its electro-mechanical properties. These relations are not
presented here, however, they are fully described in a previous work of the authors (please refer to appendix of [12]).
The model parameter vector h is defined as the vector containing all necessary parameters (geometric characteristics and
electro-mechanical properties) needed in these relationships:
h ¼ f sE11 d31 eT33=eo qp qs Ys L b hs hp
�  ð16Þ
The above variables correspond to the length L, the width b, the thickness of the piezoelectric layer hp, the thickness of the
substructure hs, the substructures density qs, the piezoelectric layers density qp, the Young Modulus of the substructure Ys,
the elastic compliance at constant electric field sE11, the piezoelectric strain constant d31, the permittivity at constant stress
eT33, the permittivity constant eo, and the damping ratio f.
3.2. Prior probability density function for model parameters

Recently, Ruiz and Meruane [11] reported typical variations associated with the geometric characteristics of PEHs as well
as variations reported by manufacturers for the electro-mechanical properties of the materials used in these devices. In gen-
eral, variability can extend to 25–30% of the nominal characteristic, especially for electro-mechanical properties. As men-
tioned in the introduction, PEHs are composed of layers of piezoelectric materials bonded to a layer that serves as
structural support. With respect to the description of the device properties, the biggest challenge is related to the character-
ization of the sub-structural layer (please refer to Fig. 1) since the mathematical models usually consider a single sub-
structural layer neglecting the effect of the bond material [44]. Moreover, some manufacturers employ composite materials
in the substructure without fully reporting their mechanical characteristics [11]. As a consequence, the uncertainty associ-
ated with the mechanical properties of the substructure layer is large. On the other hand, variability associated with the geo-
metrical characteristics of the harvesters is small, frequently not exceeding 3% of nominal values [12]. These observations
can guide the selection of the prior probability model, which will still be application dependent since it is a function of
the available information for the examined device, i.e. confidence related to its geometrical and electromechanical proper-
ties. In this study, for pðhÞ independent lognormal distribution are adopted for each property with a median equal to the
nominal parameter values and coefficient of variation reflecting the anticipated variability based on the available informa-
tion. Should be pointed out that selection of lognormal distributions can be justified through the use of maximum informa-
tion entropy principle [45] as the distribution incorporating the largest amount of uncertainty in the model description given
the available information and the additional constraint that the modeled properties take positive values.
3.3. Experimental identification of the FRF

For obtaining the measurement data for the FRF of PEHs the experimental procedure recently proposed by Peralta et al.
[12] is adopted. The procedure allows the definition of the FRF at a number of frequencies using a sweep sine excitation.
Leveraging high precision instruments, each test provides a practically noise-free smooth experimental FRF giving for M

desired frequencies x̂m;m ¼ 1; :::;Mf g (input) the FRF values ĥm ;m ¼ 1; :::;M
n o

(output) representing the input/output

observation data. When repeating this experimental procedure multiple times slight variation of the observations is
reported, particularly with respect to the frequency corresponding to the FRF peak (fundamental frequency of the PEH). This
should be attributed to uncontrollable variables impacting the experiments, presumably dealing with the clamping mech-
anisms of the PEH (boundary condition) and friction between elements. There are multiple approaches to accommodate
these variations within the model updating setting, for example identifying the posterior distribution of the model param-
eters to match the entire distribution of the observations (both mean and variability) [46,47]. Since the variability observed
in the commercial PEHs response in the illustrative case study is quite low (see discussion in Section 4) a different path is
adopted here: the results from multiple experiments are averaged to remove the influence of the aforementioned uncontrol-
lable variables in the experimental set-up. This approach maintains also the intended emphasis of the paper on the funda-
mentals of the Bayesian model updating implementation, so that results and relevant discussions are not impacted by the
influence of uncontrollable settings in the experimental set up, which is the source of the measured variability in the obser-
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vations here. An extension to use all the measurements, instead of the mean observations, will be also briefly discussed to
demonstrate the influence of the observation variability on the identified model parameters.

3.4. Prior and posterior predictive analyses

Predictive analysis for PEHs refers to the estimation of the frequency response for specific frequencies, incorporating all
available information for the PEH model characteristics. Depending on the source for the latter one, can distinguish between
nominal, prior or posterior predictions, using respectively, the nominal parameter values (deterministic predictions), the
prior probabilistic description pðhtÞ and the posterior probabilistic description pðht jDÞ. When the latter two are utilized,
the propagation of the model parameter uncertainties to the predicted output is needed, using typically the total probability
theorem. In this setting, the prior expected FRF value for a given excitation frequencyx, which is the main quantity of inter-
est, is:
Table 1
Nomina
coeffici

Mod

qs[k
Es[G
sE11[
�d31
eT33=e
qp[k
L [m
b [m
hp[m
hs[m
f

eo = 8.8
N/R ind
*To per
E h xj½ � ¼
Z

E h ht ;xj½ �p htð Þ dht ¼
Z

Hðh;xÞp hð Þ dh ð17Þ
where expectation E h ht ;xj½ � is with respect to the prediction error and the second equality in Eq. (17) uses the fact that under
the common assumptions for this error (unbiased predictions) E h ht;xj½ � ¼ H h;xð Þ. The multidimensional integral in Eq. (17)
can be solved using Monte Carlo Integration. For the posterior expected FRF value, the prior distribution in Eq. (17) needs to
be replaced with the posterior, leading to
E h x;Dj½ � ¼
Z

E h ht ;xj½ �p htjDð Þ dht ¼
Z

Hðh;xÞp hjDð Þ dh ð18Þ
This integral can be similarly calculated throughMonte Carlo integration, utilizing TMCMC to obtain samples from p hjDð Þ .
An alternative approach is to use Laplace’s asymptotic approximation which leads to E h x;Dj½ � ¼ HðhMAP;xÞ [48].

4. Case study for commercial bimorph PEHs

The Bayesian inference methodology discussed in the previous section is applied to bimorph PEHs. The PEHs used here
correspond to two devices with different lengths, similar to the one used previously in [12]. Devices will be referenced herein
as PEH-A (Model A) and PEH-B (Model B) with the first (Model A) corresponding to the longer device. The nominal charac-
teristics of the devices are presented in the first columns of Table 1. As mentioned in Section 3.3. the FRF of the PEHs was
identified multiple times following the procedure presented in [12]. Variability of observations for PEH-A was very low, with
coefficient of variation in the range of 1–2%, and bit higher for PEH-B, with coefficient of variation in range of 2–4%. As dis-
cussed in Section 3.3 to account for this small variability, stemming from uncontrollable parameters in the experimental set-
up, the mean of the experimental data is mainly considered here as the experimental observations. An extension to consider
all the data will be also discussed at the end of this section. Fig. 2 presents the experimental FRF for the PEHs along with their
nominal predictions (corresponding to nominal parameter). The figure verifies the potential significant differences between
the nominal prediction and the experimental FRF, a result in agreement with [12].

For the prior probability model pðhÞ independent lognormal distributions are assumed with median corresponding to the
nominal values and coefficient of variation equal to 5% for the geometrical characteristics and 30% for the electromechanical
properties (also reported in Table 1). Choice for coefficient of variation reflects the observation that geometric characteristics
l characteristics of the PEHs tested together with the prior model. The prior model corresponds to a lognormal distribution with the given median and
ent of variation (latter reported in parenthesis).

el parameters Nominal Prior

PEH-A PEH-B PEH-A PEH-B

g m�3] N/R* N/R* 7400 (100%) 7400 (100%)
N m2] N/R* N/R* 61 (100%) 61 (100%)
pN�1 m2] 16.4 16.4 16.4 (30%) 16.4 (30%)

[pC N�1] 320 320 320 (30%) 320 (30%)

o[F m�1] 4500 4500 4500 (30%) 4500 (30%)
g m�3] 7400 7400 7400 (30%) 7400 (30%)
m] 40.0 23.5 40.0 (5%) 23.5 (5%)
m] 10.05 10.05 10.05 (5%) 10.05 (5%)
m] 0.248 0.248 0.248 (5%) 0.248 (5%)
m] 0.234 0.234 0.234 (5%) 0.234 (5%)

N/R* N/R* 0.017 (30%) 0.017 (30%)

54 � 10�12.
icates ‘‘not-reported” by the manufacturer.
form nominal predictions it is assumed as the median of the prior PDF.



Fig. 2. Comparison of the nominal prediction (model corresponding to nominal model parameters) and the experimental FRF (for 100 frequency points) for
both PEH models studied.
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can be measured with a high degree of certainty whereas electromechanical properties reported by manufacturers [49] show
typical variability in 20–30% range. With respect to the properties of the substructure layer no detailed nominal information
was directly available by the manufacturer beyond the fact that it was made by a composite of carbon fiber, silver and an
adhesive material. For this reason, it is decided to assumed that the piezoelectric and the substructure layers have the same
Young’s modulus and density but introducing a higher degree of variation (coefficient of variation equal to 100%) to account
for the limited information.

The Bayesian inference scheme is applied to the two PEH devices to update the model parameters, including their vari-
ability and perform predictive analysis. In addition, model class selection is discussed, with the different classes obtained by
considering only subsets of the model parameters as uncertain (more details on this later). A range of different settings of the
Bayesian framework are examined with respect to the impact of the prediction error model or the computational tools used
to perform the Bayesian inference. Unless otherwise stated, all parameters reported in Table 1 are updated, while the obser-
vation data correspond to FRF values in frequency range 100–300 Hz and 400–700 Hz for PEH A and B, respectively, with
discretization taken to correspond to a total of M = 100 observation data for each case. With respect to the application of
point estimates using Laplace’s asymptotic expansion, the prior distributions reported in Table 1 are transformed to the stan-
dard Gaussian space. Discussion starts with examining the influence of the prediction error.
4.1. Impact of prediction error model

An important component of the Bayesian inference framework is the exact model assumed for the prediction error and,
subsequently, for the likelihood function [Eqs. (6) and (7), for additive and multiplicative prediction error, respectively].
Independent of the exact selection, recall that the error dispersion, quantified through re is incorporated in the augmented
model parameter vector ht and updated with the rest of model parameters h. The prior for re is taken to be a lognormal dis-
tribution with median 0.15 V/m/s2 and coefficient of variation of 400% for the additive error and with median 1.5 and coef-
ficient of variation 400% for the multiplicative error. The large coefficient of variation values reflect the limited prior
information about this error.

The impact of the error is examined first with respect to the point MAP estimate for ht , identified by solving Eq. (9) using
the respective likelihood function for each error case. Results are presented in Table 2 for each of the error cases as well as for
the relative absolute difference between these cases. It is evident that the assumption for the error has small influence for all
parameters except for the eT33 for which large discrepancies exist. Further insight for the impact of the error assumption is

examined by looking at the expected median posterior predictions H hMAP;x
� �

as well as the predictions within 3 standard

deviations from the median when considering the prediction error variability. For the additive error model the latter is given

by H hMAP;x
� �

� 3rMAP
e and for the multiplicative error by H hMAP;x

� �
lnð3rMAP

e Þ � H hMAP;x
� �

ð1� 3rMAP
e Þ. Results are pre-

sented in Fig. 3. First row presents the comparison between the experimental FRF (grey circles), and the (median) model out-
put employing the MAP values for the additive (blue) or the multiplicative prediction error (red). FRF predictions established
by using either error are very similar and match very well the experimental data, with the predictions corresponding to the
multiplicative error (red line) providing a slightly better match. Second row of Fig. 3 presents the confidence intervals within
three standard deviations of the median predictions. These results demonstrate that a drawback of the additive error
assumption of Eq. (1) is that is does not scale with the output amplitude, leading to large variability for the lower FRF ampli-
tudes, a drawback that does not exist for the multiplicative error, creating variability that is proportional to the amplitude. In
other words, the coefficient of variation of the FRF increases far from the FRF peak or it remains constant along the frequen-
cies depending if the prediction error is additive or multiplicative, respectively.

Overall these discussions demonstrate that the prediction error assumption has little influence on the parameter values
obtained through Bayesian model updating. The larger differences identified for eT33 should be attributed to small sensitivity



Table 2
MAP values of the posterior PDF employing additive and multiplicative prediction errors. The relative absolute difference between the identified values) are
reported as percentage in parenthesis.

Model Parameters PEH-A PEH-B

Additive Multiplicative Additive Multiplicative

qs[kg m�3] 7023 72643 (3%) 7413 7503 (1%)
Es[GN m2] 63.3 62.7 (1%) 58.6 58.5 (<0.5%)
sE11[ pN

�1 m2] 17.7 18.25 (3%) 17.3 16.8 (3%)

�d31 [pC N�1] 262.4 261.4 (<0.5%) 317.7 325.7 (2%)
eT33=eo[F m�1] 12,066 8466 (43%) 9994 11,903 (17%)
qp[kg m�3] 7321 7372 (1%) 7402 7428 (<0.5%)
L [mm] 40.9 40.6 (1%) 24.1 24.2 (<0.5%)
b [mm] 10.3 10.1 (1%) 10.2 10.3 (<0.5%)
hp[mm] 0.242 0.244 (1%) 0.242 0.241 (<0.5%)
hs[mm] 0.234 0.234 (<0.5%) 0.234 0.234 (<0.5%)
f 0.013 0.013 (4%) 0.021 0.021 (<0.5%)
re 5.74 � 10�4

[V/m/s2] 0.0219 1.27 � 10�4 [V/m/s2] 0.0101

ln p ĥ hMAP
t ; Ŵ

���� �� �
610.5164 242.7247 763.3272 320.5653

Fig. 3. Estimation of the FRF for MAP values adopting either an additive or multiplicative prediction error for PEH-A (left column) and PEH-B (right column).
Top row shows FRF without prediction error while bottom row shows in dotted lines the confidence interval corresponding to ±3 standard deviations for
the prediction error. Experimental FRFs are also shown.
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of the FRF response to that parameter, as also showcased by the fact that the FRF predictions in Fig. 3 are very similar, despite
these differences. On the other hand, the error assumption impacts the variability of the predictions, with additive error cre-
ating disproportionally large variability for lower FRF amplitude values, indicating that a multiplicative error is more reason-
able for the PEH FRF-based identification setting. This is the assumption for the prediction error utilized in the remainder of
the study.
4.2. Difference between point estimates (MLE and MAP) and complete posterior distribution approximation

The discussion moves next to the different approaches for characterizing the posterior distribution, using either a point
estimate (MAP or MLE) or using the entire distribution with samples obtained through TMCMC.

For the MLE optimization of Eq. (10), which recall is equivalent to the MAP one in Eq. (9) when considering a flat (uni-
form) prior, multiple local minima are identified, showing that problem is not globally identifiable. Actually these local min-
ima, identified here through gradient-based solver for Eq. (10) with different starting points for each trial, correspond to
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practically same value for the likelihood function, meaning they are all equally plausible. This characteristic provides a
strong indication that there might be a manifold of MLE parameters with same preference (unidentifiable problem). In con-
trast, for the MAP optimization of Eq. (9) a single global optimum is identified. This difference between MLE and MAP is actu-
ally common for many Bayesian inference problems; the sensitivity introduced through the prior distribution function
allows to differentiate them in the MAP context even though they correspond to the same likelihood function value (all
are MLE parameters). Still the low sensitivity of the posterior PDF values across these points, introduced only through the
prior and not, additionally, through the likelihood function, means that accuracy of point estimation methods is somewhat
reduced. This can be verified by looking at the minimum eigenvalue k of HsðhMAP

t Þ; in such instances it is expected that 1=
ffiffiffi
k

p

will be large compared to the same value for the prior distribution. In particular, maximum value of 1=
ffiffiffi
k

p
is estimated to be

equal to 1.0288 and 1.0775 for PEH-A and PEH-B, respectively, meaning that the max curvature of the posterior is practically
identical to the curvature of the prior (note that problem was formulated in standard Gaussian space). This means that
asymptotic characteristics of Laplace’s expansion no longer hold (posterior is not peaked) and that any approximation using
that expansion will be accurate only if the posterior ends up being actually a Gaussian distribution.

Table 3 presents two indicative MLE optima for the model parameters, denoted as hMLE1
t and hMLE2

t , along with the relative
difference between them, shown in parenthesis. The model characteristic that presents the most important variation
between the two MLE optima, indicating that there is a low sensitivity for the predicted FRF with respect to its value, is
the elastic modulus of the substructure layer (Es). For the MAP optimization the global maximum has been already presented
in Table 2 earlier. The absolute relative difference between MAP and MLE values is presented in Table 4, highlighting that the
introduction of the prior PDF can have a considerable impact on the model parameter estimation, at least for some of them,
with estimates for the electromechanical properties of the PEH differing by as much as 10%. The more interesting comparison
is, though, with respect to the predicted FRFs shown in Fig. 4 for both the MAP and MLE model parameters. It is evident that
all approaches offer similar FRF estimation, and in all instances in very good agreement with the experimental data, verifying
our claim earlier that difference in the identified model parameters represents a trade-off in the way they impact FRF
Table 3
Two different updated model parameters employing MLE. The relative difference between them is shown in parenthesis.

Model Parameters PEH-A PEH-B

hMLE1
t hMLE2

t hMLE1
t hMLE2

t

qs[kg m�3] 8138 8112 (<0.5%) 8186 8140 (1%)
Es[GN m2] 63.0 58.6 (7%) 60.4 57.9 (4%)
sE11[ pN

�1 m2] 18.6 18.6 (<0.5%) 17.9 17.9 (<0.5%)

�d31 [pC N�1] 267.5 267.5 (<0.5%) 349.1 349.6 (<0.5%)
eT33=eo[F m�1] 8975 8987 (<0.5%) 12,744 12,766 (<0.5%)
qp[kg m�3] 7467 7466 (<0.5%) 7484 7479 (<0.5%)
L [mm] 40.1 40.1 (<0.5%) 23.8 23.8 (<0.5%)
b [mm] 9.9 9.9 (<0.5%) 10.0 10.0 (<0.5%)
hp[mm] 0.247 0.248 (<0.5%) 0.245 0.245 (<0.5%)
hs[mm] 0.233 0.233 (<0.5%) 0.233 0.233 (<0.5%)
f 0.013 0.013 (<0.5%) 0.021 0.021 (<0.5%)
re 0.0219 0.0219 0.0101 0.0101

ln p ĥ hMLE
t ; Ŵ

���� �� �
242.7748 242.7748 320.5829 320.5829

Table 4
Relative absolute difference between MAP and MLE model parameters.

Model Parameters PEH-A PEH-B

hMAP
t �h

MLE1
t

hMAP
t

����
����x100 hMAP

t �h
MLE2
t

hMAP
t

����
����x100 hMAP

t �h
MLE1
t

hMAP
t

����
����x100 hMAP

t �h
MLE2
t

hMAP
t

����
����x100

qs[kg m�3] 12% 12% 9% 8%
Es[GN m2] <0.5% 7% 3% 1%
sE11[ pN

�1 m2] 2% 2% 7% 7%

�d31 [pC N�1] 2% 2% 7% 7%
eT33=eo[F m�1] 6% 6% 7% 7%
qp[kg m�3] 1% 1% 1% 1%
L [mm] 1% 1% 2% 2%
b [mm] 2% 2% 3% 3%
hp[mm] 1% 1% 2% 2%
hs[mm] <0.5% <0.5% <0.5% <0.5%
f 1% <0.5% <0.5% <0.5%
re <0.5% <0.5% <0.5% <0.5%
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predictions (i.e., provide same FRF values) and not a trade-off in the way they fit the different observations. Both the MLE and
the MAP point estimates facilitate a very good match with respect to the predicted FRF, though if the interest is in identifying
the actual model parameters themselves, then the MAP facilitates a global identification. The differentiation offered by the
MAP approach though, is primarily influenced by the prior information, indicating the importance of the engineering judg-
ment guiding that selection.

For obtaining more comprehensive information about the electromechanical properties of the PEHs in a Bayesian setting
the entire posterior PDF is further identified using the TMCMC algorithm. Results are presented in Figs. 5 and 6 for PEH-A and
PEH-B, respectively, showing histograms for each component of ht (in other words samples from the marginal posterior dis-
tributions) and comparing each of them to their respective nominal (red solid line) and MAP values (blue dashed line). The
coefficient of variation (c.o.v) obtained through the samples is also reported in each of the figures. The results show that, as
expected, the MAP values provide a good approximation of the peak of the posterior PDF, as in all cases they are close to the
peaks of the marginal distributions, expected to be in close proximity to the peak of the joint posterior distribution. On the
other hand significant differences are evident between MAP and nominal values, with larger differences reported for the
modal damping f, the elastic compliance at constant electric field sE11, the piezoelectric strain constant d31, and the permit-
tivity at constant stress eT33. With respect to the variability of the posterior distribution, large spread is noted for many model
Fig. 4. Expected FRF utilizing either MAP or MLE (results corresponding to two maxima MLE points) values for the model parameters for the
implementation considering multiplicative prediction error. Experimental results are also presented. A zoom close to the maximum of the FRF is included to
highlight small discrepancies between experimental data and predictions for the different MAP/MLE parameters.

Fig. 5. Histograms of samples from posterior obtained with TMCMC for PEH-A. MAP and nominal values are also presented in dashed blue and solid red
lines, respectively. Coefficient of variation for each marginal model parameter is also shown. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)



Fig. 6. Histograms of samples from posterior obtained with TMCMC for PEH-B. MAP and nominal values are also presented in dashed blue and solid red
lines, respectively. Coefficient of variation for each marginal model parameter is also shown. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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parameters, with c.o.v reaching 60% for the parameters associated with the substructure (Es and qs) and 20% for the elec-
tromechanical properties of the piezoelectric layer, while remaining below 5% for the geometrical characteristics. For some
PEH model characteristics this represents a moderate only reduction compared to the prior distribution, indicating once
again the relatively significant trade-off in the way these characteristics impact FRF predictions.

The histograms in Figs. 5 and 6 demonstrate also that the posterior PDF is not well approximated by a Gaussian. This is
better illustrated in Figs. 7 and 8 that show the marginal posterior distributions for each model parameter obtained either
through the fitted Gaussian approximation or through Kernel density estimation using the TMCMC samples from Figs. 5 and
6, respectively. Note that plots are expressed with respect to the model parameter space to maintain consistency with the
presentation is Figs. 5 and 6, and not in the standard Gaussian space with respect to which the fit is initially established. This
is why the Gaussian fit in Figs. 7 and 8 is no longer a Gaussian, but rather a lognormal distribution. It is evident that there is a
poor match between the two PDFs, with samples from the posterior p ht Djð Þ exhibiting in some instances even bi-modal char-
acteristics, indicating that unfortunately the Gaussian fit is not a valid assumption for the posterior distribution. Further-
more, since posterior has been already identified to violate the asymptotic features of Laplace’s expansion, point-
estimates are expected to offer a poor approximation for estimating higher order statistics (beyond the MAP values) for
the PEH application.

The trade-off between the model characteristics is further investigated by looking at the correlation between them, some-
thing not depicted when focusing only on the marginal distributions in Figs. 5 and 6. The correlation coefficient of the
TMCMC samples for the posterior distribution is reported in Fig. 9 for the PEH-A model. Trends for PEH-B are similar and
are not being reported due to space limitations. To help visually distinguish between the different correlation levels, red
color bars are used for parameters with correlation exceeding 0.7 (significant correlation), yellow color bars for variables
with correlation above 0.4 but below 0.7 (moderate correlation) and green for the rest. Significant correlation exists between
f, sE11, qp and d31, while on the other hand model parameters Es, hs, and re are practically uncorrelated from the rest. These
trends verify the potential trade-off between model characteristics in the way they impact the FRF predictions; since the
prior distributions for the model parameters are independent, the correlation in the posterior stems from the likelihood
function, and ultimately from the FRF model predictions.

To further investigate the effect of the parameter correlation the 90% confidence interval for the FRF prediction is shown
in Fig. 10. The probability that H will exceed threshold Ht is considered, given by,
P H P Htð Þ ¼
Z

IF ht;xð Þp ht Djð Þdht ð19Þ
where the indication function IF ht ;xð Þ is equal to zero if H h;xð Þe < Ht and to one if H h;xð Þe P Ht . The thresholds corre-

sponding to P H > Hu
t

� � ¼ 0:95 and P H > Hl
t

� �
¼ 0:05 are then identified and define the 90% confidence interval around

the median FRF predictions for each frequency. Estimation of the probabilities through Eq. (19) is performed through Monte
Carlo simulation using samples from p ht Djð Þ, readily available through the TMCMC implementation. In addition to using the



Fig. 7. Posterior PDF for PEH-A approximated either through a point estimate (Gaussian) fit or through Kernel density estimation using samples for
posterior obtained through TMCMC.

Fig. 8. Posterior PDF for PEH-B approximated either through a point estimate (Gaussian) fit or through Kernel density estimation using samples for
posterior obtained through TMCMC.
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actual posterior distribution (red domain in Fig. 10) two other cases are examined; (a) fit independent distributions on the
marginals resulting from p ht Djð Þ [Figs. 5 and 6] and use these distributions in place of actual p ht Djð Þ (light green domain in
Fig. 10) or (b) use the Gaussian fitted distribution discussed in Section 3.2 with mean the MAP value, and covariance matrix
the inverse of the Hessian in Eq. (11) (dark green domain in Fig. 10). First approximation ignores the correlation in the iden-
tified posterior distribution whereas second approximation relies on a Gaussian fit over the peak of the posterior distribu-
tion. Results show that the use of the actual p ht Djð Þ provides a very narrow confidence interval for the FRF predictions,
something that does not hold for the case that uncorrelated distributions are assumed. This provides a very strong verifica-
tion of our previous claims; although the identified model parameters are associated with large coefficients of variation
(Figs. 5 and 6), the correlation between these parameters (presented in Fig. 9) and the trade-offs these represent, result in
a very small dispersion in the FRF predictions. Ignoring the parameter correlations leads to significant deviation from this



Fig. 9. Correlations coefficients for PEH-A parameters (obtained using TMCMC).

Fig. 10. FRF with confidence interval of 90% is presented for both PEHs studied obtained by: a) TMCMC samples directly from p ht Djð Þ (red region), b) fitting
Gaussian on the posterior p ht Djð Þ (dark green), and c) kernel fitting on the posterior marginals (light green). (For interpretation of the references to color in
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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trend and large variation for the FRF predictions. Finally, comparison to the Gaussian fit predictions indicates that this
assumption also overestimates the prediction variability, showcasing again the importance of relying on the actual posterior
and not on its Gaussian approximation at the MAP values. This comes at no surprise based on the results discussed earlier
with respect to the expected poor approximation quality for Laplace’s expansion.

In summary, the discussions above offer important insight with regard to Bayesian updating of PEH parameters using FRF
observations. Significant correlation exists between some of the model characteristics leading to an unidentifiable problem
in the MLE context, and therefore to a substantial influence of the prior knowledge, i.e. the assumed prior distributions, for
the MAP identification. Nevertheless, if the intention is to improve the FRF predictability this has negligible impact as all
approaches yield very good match to the experimental data, significantly improving in the application examined here the
poor fit offered by the prior nominal model. For predicting posterior statistics of the FRF that extend beyond the mean
FRF values, it was shown that the use of the actual posterior model parameter distribution instead of some form of approx-
imation (point estimate approximation or reliance on marginal distributions only ignoring any correlations) is the preferred
approach.
4.3. Model class selection

The Bayesian inference model class selection scheme is next adopted to examine different classes of models, all corre-
sponding to the initial one, given by Eq. (15), simply with different number of uncertain characteristics that are updated
using the observation data. A total of 5 models are considered, reviewed in Table 5, each with different number of uncertain
variables. The first model (U1) corresponds to the more complex model since all electromechanical properties and geomet-
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rical parameters are considered as uncertain. For the remaining models the complexity is gradually decreased by reducing
the number of characteristics considered as uncertain with the rest of the parameters considered as deterministic, having
values and equal to their respective nominal values. The second model uses the nominal geometry, that is, it considers
updating of only the PEH electromechanical properties, assuming that the geometry of the PEH can be measured with a high
precision level. The third model considers only the parameters that exhibited significant trade-offs in the way they impact
the FRF predictions, corresponding to the parameters that have moderate and high level of correlation, identified in red and
yellow in Fig. 9. The fifth model further restricts this set to the parameters with high correlations, identified in red in Fig. 9.
Finally, the fourth model considers only the characteristics that exhibited significant difference for the MAP values compared
to the nominal ones. Note that each of the model classes is a subset of the previous one, apart from the pair U3-U4 since U4

includes a parameter, eT33=eo, that does not exist for U3.
The MAP values associated with each model i are calculated and presented in Table 6. Due to space limitations only

results for PEH-A model are presented here. Note that value of re represents a measure of the data fit for each model class
[22]. Some considerable variations (in range of 7–13%) are identified for the MAP values compared to the complete model U1,
with models U1, U2 and U4 offering same fit to the observations (same re values). It is evident that not including parameter
eT33=eo reduces ability of models U3 and U5 to fit the data as well as the other three. Nevertheless, all models lead to MAP
parameters that significantly differ from the nominal ones, indicating ability to extract information from the observed data
to update the model description, and offer an improved fit to the observation data, as they all have re values similar to model
U1, already shown to provide a very good match to the observations, especially when compared to the nominal model

Selection of the most appropriate model class needs to rely, though on the posterior probability given by Eq. (13), whose

estimation entails calculation of the evidence pðĥ Ŵ
��� ;UiÞ. This evidence is calculated both via TMCMC as discussed in

Section 2.2 and also by applying the Laplace’s method of asymptotic approximation presented in Eq. (14). The posterior
model probability is calculated assuming that all models are equally plausible based on our prior knowledge, leading to
P Ui Dj ;Uð Þ ¼ 1=5. Results are presented in Table 7 for both PEH devices. Both the posterior model probability and the
log(evidence) (in parenthesis) are reported in this table. Note that since the prior is identical for all model classes, the
log(evidence) is a scaled indicator of the posterior probability of each model. First of all, differences are observed between
the two computational approaches for calculating the evidence, TMCM and Laplace’s asymptotic expansion, with the first
one yielding higher importance (based on posterior probability) for models U1 and U2 and the second for model U4. Not sur-
prisingly models U3 and U5 already identified to yield a poorer fit to the data (based on the re values reported in Table 6) have
practically zero preference based on the posterior model distributions as their log(evidence) is much smaller than the other
models, independent of the computational approach adopted to calculate the evidence. The differences between TMCMC and
Laplace’s asymptotic expansion are not surprising, since as discussed in the previous section the accuracy of point estimate
approximation of statistics is expected to be poor for the PEH application examined here. As such, the use of Laplace’s
Table 5
Review of the five different model classes examined for model class selection. The distinction is imposed with respect to the number of model characteristics. In
parenthesis next to each model the dimension of h, nh, is reported.

Model Parameters considered uncertain Description

U1 (nh = 12) All Full set of model Parameters
U2 (nh = 8) f, sE11, d31, e

T
33=eo ,qs ,qp ,Es ,re All parameters except the geometrical characteristic

U3 (nh = 6) f, sE11, d31,qs ,qp ,re Parameters with moderate or high correlation

U4 (nh = 5) f, sE11, d31, e
T
33=eo ,re Parameters with major differences between MAP and nominal values

U5 (nh = 4) f, sE11, d31,re Parameters with the greatest correlation

Table 6
MAP values for PEH-A for the five examined model classes.

Model Parameter Nominal U1 U2 U3 U4 U5

qs[kg m�3] 7400 7263 8233 9074 – –
Es[GN m2] 61.0 62.7 61.6 – – –
sE11[ pN

�1 m2] 16.40 18.25 18.69 17.87 19.63 19.64

�d31 [pC N�1] 320.0 261.4 265.4 245.0 278.9 269.2
eT33=eo[F m�1] 4500 8466 8830 – 8844 –
qp[kg m�3] 7400 7372 7541 7648 – –
L [mm] 40.0 40.6 – – – –
b [mm] 10.0 10.1 – – – –
hp[mm] 0.248 0.244 – – – –
hs[mm] 0.234 0.234 – – – –
f 0.017 0.013 0.014 0.014 0.013 0.013
re 0.1 0.0219 0.0219 0.0293 0.0219 0.0294



Table 7
Results of the model class selection performed for the two PEHs studied. The value of P Mi Djð Þ for each model is presented together with its respective log-
evidence (in parenthesis). Results obtained from both TMCMC and Laplace’s approximation are reported.

Type Method U1 U2 U3 U4 U5

PEH-A TMCMC 0.323 (222.099) 0.638 (222.779) 0.000 (196.221) 0.039 (219.996) 0.000 (194.774)
Laplace 0.000 (213.0155) 0.021 (221.8304) 0.000 (198.8461) 0.979 (225.6800) 0.000 (201.5678)

PEH-B TMCMC 0.180 (293.6814) 0.816 (295.1884) 0.000 (169.6311) 0.004 (289.7453) 0.000 (168.2093)
Laplace 0.000 (285.9100) 0.028 (291.8911) 0.000 (172.7758) 0.972 (295.4343) 0.000 (175.4139)
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approximation can lead to erroneous results, as actually happens here, with preference shifting to model U4 compared to the
TMCMC case. Results from TMCMC have higher degree of confidence and therefore should be the ones used. These results
show that model U2 is the preferred one among the five considered, with model U1 also showing a considerable degree of
preference. In a model class averaging setting, both of these model classes could be utilized with weights given by the pos-
terior probabilities P Ui Dj ;Uð Þ in Table 7. If one model is only used, then that should be U2. The preference for the less com-
plicated model verifies also in this context that Bayesian model class selection automatically enforces the principle of model
parsimony. Note that the small differences between models U1 and U2 can be also attributed to the fact that the prior prob-
ability models for the geometric characteristics have small coefficient of variation (see Table 1 earlier), leading to smaller
differences between the model classes that differ only with respect to these characteristics.

4.4. Extension to consider the variability of the observations in the PEH identification

Finally, the extension to explicitly consider the variability of the experiments observations is discussed. This is performed
only for PEH-B since as discussed earlier for PEH-A the variability in these observations is very small. Instead of using the
mean over all experimental trials as the observation data, all observations are utilized here. Though as discussed earlier this
can be accommodated in multiple ways, leading possibly to variations of the Bayesian updating framework discussed in
Section 2, a simplified implementation is considered here bymodifying the likelihood function to explicitly consider all obser-
vations. For the multiplicative prediction error, which has been our focus here, this likelihood function is transformed to
Fig. 11.
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where Ne is the total number the FRF experimental identification was repeated (20 in this case) and ĥm;s is the measured FRF
value for frequency x̂m for the s-th experimental trial. The Bayesian identification scheme is then repeated using this new
likelihood function. The impact of the observation variability on this scheme is demonstrated using the predicted FRF. Note
that illustrating this impact with respect to the identified model parameters poses a significant challenge for the PEH appli-
cation due to the aforementioned trade off in the way these parameters impact the FRF response: the variability in the iden-
tified model parameters stems from both the variability in the observations as well from this trade-off. This is also why
emphasis on the implementation of the Bayesian scheme was placed on using the mean observations (across the experimen-
tal trials) instead of all the observations. This approach allowed us to decouple the sources of the observed variability on the
model parameters and offer a critical assessment of the characteristics related to model identifiability for this application.

Fig. 11 shows the predicted mean FRF (solid line) along with its variability corresponding to ±three standard deviation
(dashed line) using samples from the posterior PDF obtained through TMCMC for the cases that all the observations (red
Mean FRF along with variability corresponding to ±3 standard deviations for PEH-B for the cases that all the observations or the observation mean
d for each frequency as experimental data. The statistics for the FRF curve are calculated using TMCMC samples.
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curves) or the observation mean (blue line) are used for each frequency. Figure is zoomed in around the peak of the FRF func-
tion to better illustrate the differences between the two cases. It is evident that the mean predictions are identical but the
variability of these predictions increases when all observations are utilized as experimental data. Still even in that case the
predicted variability is small. This should be attributed to the fact that the coefficient of variation for the observations is, as
discussed earlier, small. Comparison demonstrates though that for capturing better the uncertainties introduced in the prob-
lem from the experimental setup it might be necessary to explicitly consider all experimental trials, especially if the obser-
vation variability is large, since they have an effect on the higher order statistics of the predicted FRF, and subsequently on
any decisions made using FRF statistics beyond the mean predictions.
5. Conclusions

This study examined the implementation of a Bayesian model updating framework for estimating the electromechanical
properties of PEHs using experimental FRF observations. The Bayesian inference framework was reviewed for updating the
PEH model properties including quantification of the variability of these properties (posterior distribution updating), facil-
itating predictions using the updated model properties (posterior predictive analysis) and evaluating appropriateness of dif-
ferent candidate models (model class selection). Two different computational approaches were discussed for approximating
statistics for the updated model: using point estimate methods relying on the MAP (or MLE) parameters or utilizing samples
from the posterior distribution obtained by TMCMC. It was shown that the overall framework enjoys a series of advantages
for PEH applications as: (1) it is compatible with any deterministic predictor of the PEH response, (2) it identifies both the
most probable values of the electromechanical properties as well as the probable space these properties lie in, (3) it quan-
tifies the confidence interval for the predicted FRF, and (4) it can be further used to select the most adequate model if dif-
ferent predictive models are available.

Implementation of this framework was considered for two commercial bimorph cantilevered piezoelectric harvesters,
each of them with identical nominal electromechanical characteristics but having different geometries. The adopted predic-
tive FRF model corresponds to a standard modal expansion approach. Two different model prediction errors were examined:
an additive and a multiplicative error. It was observed that both approaches lead to the same MAP values, though a strong
preference was recommended for the multiplicative prediction error as it leads to predictive FRF with coefficient of variation
independent of the frequency. It was shown that the likelihood function is not globally identifiable, having multiple global
minima, indicating a significant trade-off between the different electromechanical properties. In other words, there is not a
unique set of electromechanical parameters that match the experimental results. The MAP estimation yields a globally iden-
tifiable problem, though preference in this instance is evidently influenced by the prior knowledge, which dictates which of
the candidate minima for the likelihood function is ultimately selected. Any differences between the MAP and MLE values do
not translate to differences for the estimated FRF. Samples from the posterior, obtained through TMCMC, demonstrated con-
siderable variability showing that the posterior PDF is not significantly peaked. Also it was shown that this posterior cannot
be approximated by a Gaussian distribution. These features indicate that approximate methods (leveraging Laplace’s expan-
sion) are not recommended for estimating higher order posterior statistics of the FRF, such as variance or model evidence.
Comparison between different approximate methods to capture the FRF variability showed that only an approach that uses
the exact samples from the posterior distribution can accurately capture this variability. Implementation of Bayesian model
class selection demonstrated how the principle of model parsimony can be naturally enforced, in this application identifying
the model that considers only the electromechanical properties as uncertain (and fixing the geometrical properties to their
nominal values) as the most appropriate one. Overall the presented framework should be regarded as a powerful tool for
robust design/prediction or the identification of properties for piezoelectric energy harvesters.
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Appendix A TMCMC overview

TMCMC [34] relies on a sequential implementation, using samples from density pjðhtjDÞ to obtain samples from density
pjþ1ðht jDÞ. The process of obtaining Ns such samples is:
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Step 1: Based on the Ns available samples htf gj ¼ h1t jð Þ; . . . ; h
Ns
t jð Þ

n o
from the precedent intermediate distribution pjðht jDÞ, the

transition coefficient qjþ1 is chosen such that the sample-based coefficient of variation (COV) of the quantity

pjþ1ðht jDÞ=pjðhtjDÞ ¼ pðĥ ht ; Ŵ
��� Þ

qjþ1�qj
equals to a set value, typically 100%. The sample weights are then calculated propor-

tional to the quotient of the two densities:

wjþ1ðhÞ ¼ pjþ1ðhtjDÞ=pjðht jDÞ ¼ pðĥ ht ;Wj Þqjþ1�qj ð21Þ
This leads to the mean of the weights
Ŝjþ1 ¼ 1
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and to weighted sample mean and covariance matrix:
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Step 2: Re-sample Nt samples fhtgl ¼ fh1tðlÞ; . . . ; hNt
tðlÞg with replacement from the set fhtgj according to their weights wj+1.

These ultimately correspond to samples from pjþ1ðht jDÞ. After this resampling stage, which is implemented for each of the
intermediate densities, initialize independent Markov chains from each of these samples. For each chain (c = 1, . . ., Nt),
repeat random walk Markov moves using step b2Rj+1 where b is a scaling factor which is suggested to be set to 0.2
[34]. Specifically, the pth random walk move in the cth chain to simulate sample hptðcÞ, is performed as follows: (a) simulate

a candidate sample h
�p

t cð Þ from a Gaussian distribution with mean hp�1
tðcÞ and covariance b2Rj+1 and u from uniform [0,1]; (b)

set hpt cð Þ ¼ h
�p

t cð Þ if the following condition is met:

pjþ1 h
�p

tðcÞ

����DÞpðh�p
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� 	

pjþ1 hp�1
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otherwise set hptðcÞ ¼ hp�1
tðcÞ . Note that for the cth chain the initial seed h0c is the cth element of set fhtgl: After completing

total of Ns Markov random walk moves for all chains combine the samples to obtain sample set

htf gjþ1 ¼ h1tðjþ1Þ; . . . ; h
Ns
tðjþ1Þ

n o
from the intermediate distribution pjþ1 ht jDð Þ.

Appendix B. Supplementary data

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ymssp.2019.106506.
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